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The female cone on this rare Ence-
phalartos arenarius from the Kaba
Valley area clearly shows the sterile

landscapes, primarily by producing

greater quantities of viable seed.

One of the first steps Mr. Whitelock

has undertaken is a computer search

of articles on pollination and the

storage of pollen so he can avoid

duplicating earlier research.

Experiments have been set up to

study the pollination process of the

cycads. According to Mr. White-

lock, one of the biggest problems in

producing more plants is the lack of

knowledge on how viable seed is

formed. Cycad reproduction is often

a hit-or-miss procedure. The plants

are dioecious, meaning that the male

and female cones are produced on

different plants that can be widely

separated by both location and ma-

turity of the cones.

Fertile seeds are formed when a

male cone releases pollen to the

wind which with luck will carry to

receptive stage. The problem is that

male and female plants rarely cone

at the same time, and there is no

proven way to determine if the

pollen released is capable of fertili-

zation. Nor is it easy to tell if a

female cone is in a receptive stage.

Discovering what makes a female

cone receptive and examining alter-

nate methods of pollination are

among the goals of the project. Mr.

Whitelock is considering experi-

ments in which he would remove

the top portion of the female cone

to make the fertile scales more

accessible for hand pollination or use

a syringe to inject the pollen into

the cone.

A basic problem in cycad repro-

duction is determining the sex of

each plant prior to maturity when
the difference between the male and
female cones becomes obvious. Un-

fortunately some species take 10 to

20 years to produce a cone. Recent

studies show that it may be possible

to biochemically determine the sex

at an earlier stage. According to

Mr. Whitelock, this would make it

possible to produce the plants in the

numbers necessary to fulfill the

project's goals.

One of the experiments recently

set up at the Arboretum explores

the possibility of increasing plant

numbers through leaf propagation.

With the aid of professional student

workers Mr. Whitelock is trying to

promote root growth from leaf cut-

tings using fertilizers and growth

regulation chemicals.

One species that would benefit

from vegetative propagation is En-

ccphalartos woodii. In 1895 the only

known clump of this plant — a male
- was found in the wild. As far as

scientists can tell, there are no fe-

male plants still in existence. The
Arboretum counts a specimen of

E. woodii among its cycad collection

that includes nine of the 10 known
genera.

The IMS Conservation Grant was
awarded for a one year period, long

enough to begin the complex cycad

propagation study. The IMS is an

independent agency within the De-

partment of Education that supports

a variety of museums including art,

history and natural history museums

as well as aquariums, botanic gar-

dens, planetariums, science technol-

ogy centers and zoos.

ACCENT ON GLAMOUR FOR

PASADENA BIRTHDAY PARTY

T dation hosted a festive birthday

party for Pasadena residents at the

Los Angeles State and County Arbo-

retum March 18 to celebrate the

Crown City's centennial. During

"Pasadena Day at the Arboretum"

everyone from that city who had

obtained a free ticket was treated

to a tour, reception and the oppor-

tunity to win a plant at a raffle held

every 15 minutes.

At Director Francis Ching's sug-

gestion the party theme highlighted

the Arboretum's glamorous reputa-

tion as the site for hundreds of ex-

otic movie locations over the years.

Everyone received a copy of a book-

let detailing all the film and tele-

vision stars who have worked here

since 1936. Twenty docents organ-

ized by Mrs. Betty Stowell laced

their botanical tours with Holly-

wood-style anecdotes as they led

Pasadenans from Ayres Hall of En-
vironmental Education to the His-

torical Section.

At the reception in Ayres Hall,

guests feasted on 400 dozen (that's

almost 5,000) homemade cookies

that party organizer Alice Frost

Thomas cajoled Foundation mem-
bers into baking for the party. Linn

(Mrs. Joseph) Cannon was refresh-

ment chairman and Grace (Mrs.

Harry) Robinson created the floral

decorations.

By the time the crowds cleared

about 3 p.m. Foundation members

were able to look back over the

party with satisfaction. Not only

did a lot of Pasadena residents enjoy

the day, but they left behind their

names as potential new members to

strengthen the Foundation.
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Environmental Education Fair
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